
 

PRP
 

From This: 

  

The authorized PRP Distributor team is able to use their expertise to offer you 
new replacement or repaired parts. Why buy new parts if components can be 
overhauled in a faster period, lower price, whilst in many instances offering an 
extended wear life? 
 
Our reliability engineers understand both the wear processes and hydraulic 
design to determine if a part can be repaired or whether a new part is required
When repaired parts are possible, our engineers will provide a recommendation.
 
Repairs available incorporate both weld repair and heavy duty epoxy coatings. 
The most appropriate repair method will be determined by our experienced repair 
teams. 
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Internet: www.pumpsandreplacementparts.com 
E-Mail: spares@pumpsandreplacementparts.com  

Head Office: Phone + 61 8 9302 1440 

PRP-KETO Replace or Repair? 

To This: 

The authorized PRP Distributor team is able to use their expertise to offer you 
new replacement or repaired parts. Why buy new parts if components can be 
overhauled in a faster period, lower price, whilst in many instances offering an 

Our reliability engineers understand both the wear processes and hydraulic 
design to determine if a part can be repaired or whether a new part is required
When repaired parts are possible, our engineers will provide a recommendation.

Repairs available incorporate both weld repair and heavy duty epoxy coatings. 
The most appropriate repair method will be determined by our experienced repair 
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The authorized PRP Distributor team is able to use their expertise to offer you 
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design to determine if a part can be repaired or whether a new part is required. 
When repaired parts are possible, our engineers will provide a recommendation. 
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The most appropriate repair method will be determined by our experienced repair 
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